amca is...
a focal point for ethical practice

The most important function of the association provides is — the AMCA CERTIFIED RATINGS PROGRAM.

Because concerns over, product performance are critical, professional specifiers and engineers agree that the industry’s best protection is the AMCA Certified Ratings Program.

These seals, and only these seals published with catalog data signify that the manufacturer’s products are certified under the AMCA Certified Ratings Program; and that rigorous tests (and follow-up tests) have been conducted by AMCA staff.

amca is...
the amca certified
ratings program

1. This program certifies that the published ratings of a manufacturer are based on tests conforming to the appropriate AMCA test standard and that all catalogs containing certified ratings are submitted to the AMCA technical staff for approval before publication.

2. Tests are made in a laboratory approved by the AMCA technical staff and the unit selected by them is sent to the AMCA Laboratory for a pre-certification check.

3. Licensed products are open to challenge tests initiated by competing manufacturers.

4. Each licensed product line is subject to continuing check tests in the AMCA Laboratory.

5. AMCA maintains and circulate a Directory of Licensed Products.

This program provides the specifier and buyer the best assurance available that the product will perform as stipulated by the manufacturer.

AMCA Publication 261 is available free. Write to:
AMCA
30 W. University Drive
Arlington Heights, IL
60004-1893

Most of CARNES® Fan Products are licensed to bear the AMCA Seal. It is your assurance of product performance! Look for the AMCA seal and specify Carnes Fans and AMCA Certified Performance.